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6b. To note the revised quotation provided by Adrian Berry for the cost of the new signs is £2,865

-------- Original Message --------
Subject: Re: ManorVale Woodland
Date: Tue, 29 Oct 2013 11:37:01 -0000
From: Adrian Bury <adrian@buryassociates.fsnet.co.uk>
To: Town Clerk <town.clerk@kirkbymoorsidetowncouncil.gov.uk>, Don Davies <don.davies@ryedale.gov.uk>

Hi Lisa

REVISED COST

I appreciate that the desire is to have three interpretation panels on site.

So, the following, if in order, would achieve that...

Based on one design, apart from a YOU ARE HERE indicator on the map, a panel (A1 visible area) would slot 
into the reverse side of the existing English Heritage structure at the Neville Castle entrance.

To keep consistency, two more identical structures would be produced, apart from them being single sided, 
there being no requirement for information on the reverse side.

The previous cost I supplied for three off panels was £3695.00 plus VAT.

The revised cost is £2,865.00 plus VAT (a saving of £830.00).

A reminder that this cost does not allow for installation, but includes delivery to one address. However, as Don 
is aware, I do provide an installation service and I could supply a cost if required. A rough indication of cost 
would be around £350.00 plus VAT, but all panels would be installed in the day.

I do hope that this is in order.

In terms of the panel design and where we're at, as discussed...  it would be good to have any text changes as 
soon as possible, including historical facts, bullet pointed wildlife text, text for the 'Did you know' block
relating to great spotted woodpecker and any text you may wish to include in relation to credits (not mine I 
hasten to add!), linked to the two logos?

A watercolour base map of the site is being done at the moment.

It would be desirable all round I would think if the next proof was there as near as damn?

I'd appreciate knowing if the cost is in order as soon as possible please.

Many thanks.

Kind regards,

Adrian. 


